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This addendum is for use with the model 870 Hydroflame. It must be read in

conjunction with the installer and owner guide supplied with the heater.

Under the title of ‘Operating the Heater’ the section headed ‘Heating - Central

heating setting’ now reads as follows:

Heating - Central heating setting.
Ensure your central heating is ON. With the heat selector switch set to CENTRAL

HEATING , set the thermostat knob (behind the lower trim) to the required

setting (Setting 3 is approximately 20°C). If required, switch on the 

flame-effect. Providing the water temperature in the system is more than 40°C (or the

temperature set by your installer) and the thermostat is calling for heat, your

Hydroflame® Dream will give out heat.

Please note that if the flames in the flame effect are not

moving and are required to do so, slowly turn the thermostat knob (usually anti-

clockwise) until the flames begin to move again. 

The flame-effect can be turned on or off at any time without

affecting the normal operation of the heater.
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